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Like any machine you purchase for your business, sublimation printers will eventually give you 
some issues. It’s bound to happen. You can, however, try to extend the time before something 
happens with a little general maintenance that can be done by yourself. 

These are just a few tips that I have found work well with our own printers. There are other 
brands and products out there. Please call your supplier and see if there is anything else they 
recommend as well when something goes wrong. The more information you have, the more 
prepared you’ll be. 

SMALL AND LARGE ALIKE 

Let’s first talk about the desktop machines, specifically the Ricoh line of sublimation printers, 
and then go into general maintenance for the large-format machines. 

Small Format 



 Keep power on. The Ricohs, unlike Epson machines of the past, go into a hibernation mode once 
not in use. Every so often, it will wake itself up and go into a self-maintenance mode, basically 
checking nozzles and keeping ink moving to ensure that your printer is always in tip-top shape. 
Don’t worry though—this process hardly uses any ink. 

 Nozzle checks before starting the day. Doing a nozzle check right away before your job acts as 
your safety net in case the machine’s maintenance process missed something. That way you 
know that once you hit print, your transfer will be perfect the first time. 

 Keep an eye on your ink levels. This is more of a general tip for success than maintenance. Your 
machine will notify you when your ink is almost depleted, but keeping an eye on the LCD panel 
will help you know when new ink needs to be ordered so you don’t run out in the middle of a 
job. The same applies to your waste tank. The tank level on the LCD screen will count up rather 
than down for the maintenance tanks. If the tank gets full, you will not be able to print until it is 
fixed. 

 Watch your expiration dates. This is also a big deal in the printing process. Expired inks can 
have a major affect on your colors. The suspended dye will settle, and you’ll start to lose your 
vibrant color. If you do have expired inks, order new ink and flush the old ink out. Having the 
freshest ink possible will ensure your colors stay at what you need. 

Large Format 

 Cleaning the capping station. The capping station is the small rectangular pad where the print 
head sits. Wiping the outside rubber lip with a Q-tip will clear any ink buildup and make sure a 
strong seal is created for maximum suction when doing any kind of cleanings and things like 
that. We also pour a cleaning solution on periodically as well to ensure that the pad is clean. 

 Clean off the wiper blade. The wiper blade plays an important role. The head slowly moves 
across it, wiping any excess ink off, and it drains down to the maintenance tank.  If it gets full of 
ink or dirty, it has a hard time doing its job. Wipe with a Q-tip and even remove periodically to 
rinse off if really dirty, just be sure to replace the same way it was with the curve going the 
correct way. 

 Clean under the print head. When performing maintenance on your larger machines, move the 
print head all the way over to the other side and clean the sides of it where ink can build up. This 
will keep it from dripping onto your transfer as the machine is printing. This is usually only an 
option on the larger machines. Do not wipe the head directly, just the plastic on the sides. 

 Cleaning the flush pad. Periodically change the flush pad out. The flush box is actually a long 
rectangle just in from of the wiper blade where the head spits ink to keep all nozzles open. The 
pad eventually becomes saturated and can leave ink on the head as it passes and will drip on your 
transfer. The pad can be rinsed out in a pinch but will eventually dry out and no longer do its job. 
The pad is cheap and it’s easiest to just replace it. 



 Check your carts for leaking. Periodically remove your carts and inspect them. They could 
eventually start to leak. Staying on top of this and buying a new cart if needed will ensure you 
stay mess free. 

 Empty your maintenance tank. Stay aware of your maintenance tank and the amount of ink in it. 
Your printer will tell you when it’s full, but waiting for that message can cause an unnecessary 
stoppage during your production. 

 Watch your ink levels. This is even more important in large-format printing. Running your 
printer dry can possibly damage your print head. Print heads are expensive to replace so always 
make sure you have enough ink in your carts. 

 Check your humidity level. This tip is important and often brushed aside. Humidity can cause a 
lot of issues in your sublimation printing. It can affect both printer and paper. If it’s too dry, your 
printer has a hard time keeping its heads free and clear as the ink could dry and clog up nozzles. 
It only takes some cleanings to get them back but is still an unneeded headache. With too much 
humidity, your paper acts as a sponge. If you have too much humidity in your print space, you’ll 
notice when you arrive in the morning that the edges of your paper are curled up. This can be a 
big problem if you start to print. Your head can catch on the curl and damage itself, causing an 
expensive repair. If you do notice a curl, cut the paper yourself before engaging your printer. Too 
much humidity can also cause major gassing once pressed, possibly causing out gassing in your 
image and ruining it. 

 General cleaning. Overall, this is just a good idea. Wipe the machine down, clean any ink off—
things like that will help the life of your printer and even more so, keep ink off of you. 

THE MORE YOU KNOW 

I hope some of these tips help you with your own business. Printers are like cars in that if you 
take care of them and keep them clean and tidy, they will last a lot longer. As I mentioned 
before, ask your supplier about any other tips they may have to maintain your machine. The 
more information you have, the better off you’ll be! 

 




